Mining-caused activation of fault is an important research subject in mining science. In the past, the influences of geometrical morphology of fault surface on the activation have not been revealed. In view of the fractal character of fault surface, the self-affine fractal curves and geological-mining models with these kinds of fractal fault surface are constructed in order to numerically simulate the mining-caused activation phenomenon of fractal fault surface, and the law of influence of fractal fault surface on mining subsidence is studied and summarized. Our study shows that the mining-cased activation of fault has remarkable fractal interface effect; the mechanical behavior of mining-caused shearing sliding of fault is correlated with its fractal dimension, and after mining-caused activation fault surface with different fractal dimensions will result in different stress fields and different displacement fields in the nearby rock mass.
Mining-caused activation of fault (joint) is a typical nonlinear mechanical problem in mining subsidence subject. It refers to the mining-caused sliding phenomenon of fault (joint) in rock mass. Faults (joints) exist extensively in coal-bearing stratum. Between the hanging wall and foot wall of some faults there are filling materials, and in some faults there are not or only a few filling materials. For the latter, its mining-caused shearing sliding mechanical character is obviously controlled by the geometrical morphology of fault (joint) surface. But in previous researches the fault surfaces were always be considered as smooth surfaces and such a consideration clearly does not tally with real situation. It has been showed by studies (Xie, 1993; Xie and Pariseau, 1994; Yu et al., 1996; Xie et al., 1997a,b) that geological fracture plane is self-affine fractal (Falconer, 1990;  Ran, 1994; Xie and Zhao, 1996; Xie and Yu, 1998) . It has been proved by experiments that there is remarkable correlation between the shearing mechanical behavior of rock mass fracture plane and its fractal dimension (Xie, 1996;  Yu, 1997; Yu and Yang, 2000) . Therefore by means of numerical simulation we study, test and verify the correlation between mining-caused shearing sliding behavior of fault (joint) and its fractal dimension, and summarize the law of influence of fractal dimension on mining subsidence. upper part as the fractal dimension increases the concentration degree becomes smaller and smaller, it means the up-and-down morphology of fault surface has certain influence on the tensile stress of rock mass in Y direction. Due to the influence of mining, the fault surface is activated, as the fractal dimension increases the occlusion between rock mass of fault' s two walls becomes bigger and bigger, and during the process of fault's activation the resistance increases gradually, therefore the displacement value of lower rock mass and the upward transmitting amount of displacement decreases gradually, thus resulting the concentration degree above fault surface decreases gradually. As the fractal dimension increases, the extent of compressive zone of rock mass right above goaf extends and the position of tensile zone ascends, it means the tensile disruption (separation layer) zone ascends higher and higher, it tallies with the experimental Through numerical simulation, under the condition of mining influence spreading to fractal fault surface, the earth surface movement values are obtained (Fig. 3) , and the drop height of earth surface steps and the maximum subsidence are also sorted out (Table I) in the hanging wall and heading wall of structural surface of engineering rock mass is revealed, the law of influence of fractal character of fault surface on rock mass disruption and earth surface subsidence is obtained. These achievements of research have certain theoretical value for deep study of the mechanism of mining-caused activation of fault, are of great engineering significance for prediction of mining-caused activation degree of fault, the discontinuous subsidence and the disruption degree of underground and surface engineering facilities which straddle fault, and supply reliable theoretical basis for the control of mining-caused activation of fault.
